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Ep. #12325



Hal is informed that Stenbeck has escaped. Meanwhile, a frantic Paul, Jennifer and Jordan search the carnival for the missing Rosanna and Cabot. Jordan turns on Paul. Meanwhile, Rosanna pleads for her baby in the underground hideaway where Stenbeck has taken them. Stenbeck rails against Paul but Rosanna defends him and reveals she loves him. Later, James, dressed in a clown suit, orders Paul to meet him secretly. Elsewhere, Jennifer discovers Barbara trying to destroy the tape that Stenbeck sent her. Barbara confesses what she did but insists that she did it to protect Will. Jennifer tells Hal everything and as Hal confronts Barbara, Paul arrives at the cabin. He hears Rosanna and the baby inside and is about to find them as James comes out to greet him. Parker shows Carly and Mike the repaired compass hes found, a gift from Jack intended for Carly. Parker wants to use it to locate Jack. Mike persuades Carly to let Parker hold on to his hope of finding Jack in order to let Parker deal with Jacks death in his own way. Later, Parker writes a note to Jack and places it in a bottle to later drop in the river. Meanwhile, Jack is anxious to leave the hospital. Julia continues to play into Jacks idea that he remembers her. When Julias son JJ arrives, Jack begins to think that JJ is his son and Julia is his wife. Emily and Chris go to Frankfurters mattress store to search for the key where they fall into a bed together and start to make out passionately. Meanwhile, Alison and Aaron mistakenly get embroiled in a hot dog eating contest at Mabels, thinking its the place where the next key is hidden. Later, Nancy points Aaron and Alison in the direction of Frankfurters.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 August 2004, 14:00
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